Coordination of lead(II) in the supramolecular environment provided by a "two-story" calix[6]arene-based N6 ligand.
First insights into the coordination properties and host-guest behavior of a "two story" calix[6]aza-cryptand (1) are described. The ligand is constituted of a triazacyclononane (TACN) cap and three pyridine (PY) spacers connected to the calix[6]arene small rim. The resulting N6 donor site coordinates Pb(II) ions to give complexes that are highly stable. X-ray diffraction structures reveal a hemidirected environment for Pb(II) with strong coordination to the TACN cap and weaker bonds with the three PY residues. A guest molecule, either water or EtOH, sitting in the calixarene macrocycle and hydrogen-bonded to the phenoxyl units at the level of the small rim further stabilizes the complexes through electrostatic interactions with the metal center and the calixarene core. In-depth (1)H NMR studies confirm the host-guest behavior of the complexes in solution, with evidence of embedment of neutral guest molecules such as EtOH, BuOH, and N-Me-formamide. Hence, in spite of the presence of a N6 donor, the calixarene macrocycle can be open to guest interaction, giving rise to seven-coordinate dicationic complexes. Noteworthy also is the flexibility of the macrocycle that allows Pb(II) to adopt its preferred hemidirected environment in spite of the three covalent links connecting the calixarene core to the three PY groups. The flexibility of the system is further illustrated by the possible coordination of an exogenous anionic ligand in the exo position. Hence, compared to the previously described "one story" calix[6]aza-cryptands, ligand 1 displays several similar but also new features that are discussed.